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                                                        The camp is built around a kopje, a huge granitic rock rising above the plains. The tents and the main area with restaurant, bar and terraces are designed to blend seamlessly into the sourrounding environment and offer superb views over the savannah.

The interiors are comfortable and the decor shows much attention to detail and creates an authentic sense of being truly on safari.
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                                                        Olduvai offers 17 tents centered around a kopje. The thatched tents sit high on stone terraces peering out across the plains.
All large safari canvas tents are quite similar in terms of lay-out and decoration, but each with its own special bush feeling. Each tent features a private viewing deck, large bedroom, dressing area and ensuite bathroom. 
The public areas are built in the rocks under an impressive thatched roof. Main bar and restaurant can be found at the lower level whilst smaller lounge & restaurant welcome smaller parties higher up in the kopjes.
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                                                        The area around Olduvai is ideal for hiking and walking. The tours are organized directly from the camp:

Enjoy an afternoon walk to the highest kopjes in the area. You will experience the African sunset against the backdrop of the breathtaking plains of the Serengeti.

In the morning hours we recommend an excursion to the nearby Olduvai Gorge. A special trek is the day trip to a summit of the surrounding volcanoes.
All treks are led by experienced Masai warriors.



Other interesting destinations are:

- Olduvai and its museum

- The Maasaï villages, shielded from western influence

- The geological wonders like the Nassera Rocks or the Shifting Sands.
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                                                        Olduvai's 17 accomodations are centered around the kopje. The thatched tents sit high on stone terraces peering out across the plains.

All large safari canvas tents are quite similar in terms of lay-out and decoration, but each with its own special bush feeling.

With private viewing decks, large bedroom, dressing area and ensuite bathrooms (flush toilets, wash basin and shower (24 hour hot water) the decor borrows from the earthy tones of the plains.
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                                                        The whole camp is powered by solar energy.



Electricity is supplied by a new generation solar system.



The hot water is provided by solar heating systems.



Rainwater covers up to 50 % of the annual water consumption.
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                                                        The public areas are built in the rocks under an impressive thatched roof.  The main bar offers a spectacular view over the plains and is a cosy gathering place for drinks before and after dinner. The rustic and impressive main restaurant is centrally located and can seat up to 40 guests.

A little higher up in the Kopjes a second restaurant serves meals for up to 10 guests.

Highlight after an eventful safari day is a sundowner in the private atmosphere of our small lounge high up in the rocks.
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                                                        Located in the Ngorongoro Conservation area, close to the Olduvai Gorge, the Camp offers a truly unique bush experience between the Ngorongoro Crater and the vast Serengeti plains. Unlike national parks, the Ngorongoro Conservation Area does not exclude human life. Indeed, man and wildlife have been sharing this vast expanse of over 8 500 sqkm for hundreds of years...



The Masai live here on their ancestral lands and continue their traditional way of life.  They are herdsmen whose lives revolve entirely around their cattle.The animals not only serve as food, but are also their only form of income and measure of their wealth.
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                    Olduvai Ndogo => Ngorongoro crater rim = 28 km

                    Olduvai Ndogo = > Naabi gate (entrance Serengeti NP) = 35 km

                    Olduvai Ndogo = > Olduvai museum = 8 km 
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                            Contact details

								Information / Reservations : arusha@olduvai-camp.com
	Phone : + 255 784 228 883
	Instagram :  @olduvai_camp
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